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profits in a country which might become an ally against the
common enemy, and which might one day assist in the
revanche which so many Frenchmen had in their hearts,5
On the financial ground thus prepared the next step was
for France to supply Russia with guns. The Grand Duke
Vladimir, Alexander Ill's brother, on a visit to Paris, was
initiated into the reorganization of the army which Frey->
cinet had been carrying out. He was greatly impressed
with the new Lebel rifle. Upon request he was given a
model of it. Negotiations followed, and ultimately a con-
tract was arranged by which France was to manufacture for
Russia half a million rifles similar to the Lebel weapon.6
Neither William II nor his Foreign Office advisers sup-
posed that "dropping the Pilot" and abandoning the Re-
insurance Treaty would be followed by a Franco-Russian
Alliance, But to lessen such a possibility, the Kaiser, with
exaggerated views of his own personal influence in diplo-
macy, proceeded to return to the conciliatory policy toward
France which Bismarck had pursued during and after the
Congress of Berlin. He attempted to win French good-will
by innumerable well-intentioned courtesies, by telegrams
of congratulation and condolence, by recognizing the French
protectorate over Madagascar, and by diplomatic support
^Debidour, I, 137, reckons the total borrowings in Franco by the
Russian Government up to 1906 at the enormous sum of 7,903,000,000
francs. These Russian government bonds did not include other vast sums
which French private capitalists invested in Russian cotton mills, lumber
mills, factories, and other undertakings of all sorts.
fl Lime Jaunc: L'Alliance Franco-Rwsc, p. 49. This French Yel-
low Book, published in 1918, is the authoritative source for the early his-
tory of the Franco-Russian Alliance, and renders antiquated the older ac-
counts of Cyon, Hansen, Daiukt, Albin, Dcbidour, Tardiou, and Wel-
schingor. The best recent brief studios are by L. B. Packard, "Russia and
the Dual Alliance," in Amer. Hut. Rev., XXV, 391-410, April, 1920; and
by W, L. Lunger, "The Franco-Russian Alliance/' in the Slavonic Review,
III, 554-575; IV, 83400, March June, 1925. See also G.P., VI, 91-124;
VII, 191-458; the Belgian documents edited under the direction of B.
SchwortfcRcr by W. Kohler, Rc.vancke-Idee und P<msl<i'mmu&> Berlin,
1919; and, for the later history of the alliance, George Michon, L'Alliance
t, 18M-UU7, P»rk 1927,

